Introduction

Rock mechanics, and therefore geomechanics, is a relatively young subject compared to soil mechanics in geotechnical engineering. Suorineni (2013a) discussed in detail the difference between geomechanics and geotechnical engineering. Most failure criteria and test procedures in rock mechanics are adopted from soil mechanics and the mechanics of solids such as steel. The Mohr-Coulomb failure criterion (Mohr, 1900) is one such example and remains popular in rock mechanics today. Approaches to rock testing (such as triaxial testing) are adopted from soil mechanics and the mechanics of solids such as steel. The Mohr-Coulomb failure criterion (Mohr, 1900) is one such example and remains popular in rock mechanics today. Approaches to rock testing (such as triaxial testing) are adopted from soil mechanics and the mechanics of solids such as steel. The Mohr-Coulomb failure criterion (Mohr, 1900) is one such example and remains popular in rock mechanics today. Approaches to rock testing (such as triaxial testing) are adopted from soil mechanics and the mechanics of solids such as steel. The Mohr-Coulomb failure criterion (Equation [1]) will work for soils, but is not applicable to rock.

\[ \tau = c + \sigma \tan \phi \]  

where \( \tau \) is the shear strength, \( c \) is cohesion, and \( \phi \) is angle of internal friction.

As noted by others (e.g., Hajiabdolmajid et al., 2000) Equation [1] implies that the shear strength of soil is determined by simultaneous mobilization of its cohesive resistance and frictional resistance. This is correct for 'uncemented' materials such as soil, but incorrect for an 'aggregate' of particles or minerals as in rocks. In the latter case the bond (cohesion) between the minerals need to be broken to generate frictional resistance and therefore the cohesive and frictional strength components cannot be simultaneously mobilized. Hence, some adoptions of experience in soil mechanics into rock mechanics can be misleading.

While soil and steel can be assumed to satisfy the criteria of continuity, homogeneity, isotropy, linearity, and elasticity (CHILE), applying these assumptions to the rock leads to difficulty. Müller (1966) was first to recognize that the rock mass is a discontinuum, and has continuously emphasized the importance of geology in rock mechanics or geomechanics throughout his distinguished life and career. In 1988, Muller wrote:

‘Geology is the indispensable base of all the applied geosciences. Therefore, never Rock Mechanics without Engineering Geology; ... But should I become confronted with the alternative: Rock Mechanics without Engineering Geology or Engineering Geology
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without Rock Mechanics, I would choose the latter being the lesser evil. I am saying so as an Engineer, as a Rock Mechanics too.’ Müller (1988).

On the passing of Dr J.A. Franklin in June 2012, Professor M.B. Dusseault sent out the following message:

‘...John profoundly understood the intersection between geosciences and rock engineering, an attitude that pervaded his career.’

Franklin (1993) wrote: ‘Empirical methods often prove “closer” to the “truth” than the apparently more precise predictions of theoretical analysis, ...’ based on real data empirical methods provide a standard against which theoretical predictions are measured and can be judged.’

Similarly, Mathews et al. (1981), in developing the stability graph, stated that empirical methods based on back-analysis are powerful predictive tools, particularly if combined with numerical modelling and analysis techniques. Note that this statement regards theoretical predictions as supporting tools rather than stand-alone tools.

The importance of geology in rock mechanics, geomechanics, or geotechnical engineering cannot be overemphasized. This fact is underlain by the complexity of the rock mass as opposed to soil, concrete, or steel. The complexity of the rock mass cannot be fully accounted for in our constitutive models that underlie numerical models. While these numerical models can be tricked into giving us the answers we want, the rock mass is so idiosyncratic that it will behave in the manner it wants. Müller (1988) noted that the dominating geological conditions at site do not care what kind of theoretical ideas we may have and what our economic situation may be. He continued to state that the rock mass will act in the way that is predetermined by geological conditions on the one hand, as well as by the manner in which we treat it during excavation and support.

Pells (2008) posed the ultimate question: ‘what happened to the mechanics in rock mechanics and the geology in engineering geology?’ Pells’s question separated rock mechanics and engineering geology from pure numerical models that underlie numerical models. These methods all depend on proper characterization of the rock mass. Critical factors in these methods depend on the purpose. Such purposes include support selection, caveability prediction, determination of rock mass properties for design, and evaluation of the stability of open stopes. In each specific case there are insufficient guidelines from the International Society for Rock Mechanics (ISRM) Suggested Methods for Rock Characterization, Testing and Monitoring (Brown 1981). Obvious difficulties are encountered in the caveability of rock masses. The ISRM suggestion that induced fractures be ignored in geotechnical mapping for rock mass characterization is suspect when the purpose of such a mapping is for support selection.

The Rock Mass Rating (RMR) system

RMR (Bieniawski 1973) became the most widely accepted and used rock mass classification system following its development in 1973. Its popularity stemmed from the fact that it could be used for excavation design in rock with significant capacity to predict excavation stand-up time. RMR was also adopted by Hoek and Brown (Hoek and Brown, 1980) for the determination of the Hoek and Brown failure criterion parameters. RMR was replaced by the Geological...
Strength Index (GSI) in 1995 (Hoek et al., 1995) for that role because it became ineffective in performing that function for values of RMR less than about 25. Various critiques of RMR have been published, out of which evolved the Modified or Mining Rock Mass Rating (MRMR) system (Laubscher and Taylor, 1976). Milne et al. (1998) outline a chronological development of the method between 1973 and 1989. Within this period the RMR factors have been modified as more experience in its application was gained.

Suorineni (2013b) critically re-examined the original RMR database for its validity, robustness, and application independent of the geological environments or rock types and depth. The validity of the method with regard to its stand-up time prediction was also examined. Figure 1 summarizes the composition of the RMR database in terms of rock origin as published in Bieniawski (1989). The figure shows that the RMR (1989) database consists of 63% sedimentary rocks, 17% metamorphic, and 20% igneous rocks. Of the 63% sedimentary rocks, about 45% are shale (Figure 2). Figure 3 is a plot of depth against frequency of data points. The figure shows that about 90% of the data came from depths less than 500 m below surface.

From Figures 1 to 3 it is obvious that the RMR database comprises mainly soft rocks, dominated by shales, from depths less than 500 m below surface. The significance of this revelation for the composition of the RMR database is discussed under the Laubscher block caving rules (Laubscher, 1994, 2001) later in this paper. The implication of the database as it relates to stand-up time (Figure 4) of excavations is discussed here.

Sedimentary rocks, and in particular, shales, are susceptible to the vagaries of the environment on exposure, depending on their composition. Domination of the RMR database by sedimentary rocks gives logic to the stand-up time concept. While this may also be true for some igneous rock such as olivine-rich rocks, it is difficult to argue the concept of stand-up time for excavations in these rocks. As pointed out by Müller (1988), while timing is important in rock engineering or geomechanics it can hardly be computed or even assessed without deep geological knowledge and intuition. This is further buttressed by the fact that ‘one cannot wait until the rock itself announces its stand-up time by roof falls and slacking of the side walls’ (Müller, 1988). One must make decisions before the stand-up time is reached. Isaacson (2007) states that Albert Einstein’s intelligence and breakthroughs hinged on his ability to mix intuition with a feel for the patterns to be found in experimental data. He adds ‘The scientist has to worm these general principles out of nature by discerning, when looking at complexes of empirical facts, certain general features.’
Laubscher block caving rules

The Laubscher block caving rules are based on a modified RMR, the MRMR. Figure 5 is a chart for predicting the critical undercut size (hydraulic radius – HR) in a rock mass of given MRMR quality to induce natural caving under gravity. RMR, and for that matter MRMR, were developed between 1973 and 1976 respectively. The recent modification to the MRMR termed MRMR (Laubscher and Jakubec, 2000) is not significantly different (Dyke, 2008) from the MRMR. At time of development of RMR and MRMR most block caving mines were operating at depths less than 450 m (Figure 6). The rocks in the RMR database involved are mainly weak and dominated by shales, with most data coming from depths less than 500 m below surface. Block caving mines today are located at depths far in excess of 500 m and in metamorphic and/or igneous geological environments. Under these conditions, stronger rocks at depths will be subjected to higher confinements and the Laubscher caving rules become suspect. It is the opinion of the authors that while the Laubscher caving rules would have been effective at the time of their development, they have reached their limits in contemporary block caving practice and new thinking is required.

The stability graph

The stability graph was developed by Mathews et al. (1981) as a tool for guiding bulk mining methods. It is one of the most discussed empirical methods in geomechanics. Suorineni (2010, 2011, 2012) discusses in detail the modifications to the stability graph since its development in 1981. The paper concludes as follows:

(i) As an empirical method, the reliability of the stability graph method is largely dependent on the size, quality, and consistency of the database. Hence, there must be consistency in the determination of the stability graph factors and accepted stope stability state transition zones

(ii) The present tendency for authors to arbitrarily choose between the original and modified stability number factors results in incomparable data that cannot be combined

(iii) The different transition zones produced by different authors result in different interpretations of the stability state of stopes

(iv) There is need for factors that account for stope stand-up time, blast damage, and a gravity factor that is stress-factor dependent

(v) There is a need to develop procedures for determining stability of open stope surfaces that consist of backfill

(vi) The stability graph should be used with caution when applied to narrow vein orebodies because no version of the graphs accounts for orebody thickness in the definitions of the stability states.

In addition to these conclusions, some criticisms of the stability graph emanate from authors who do know the assumptions behind the development of the stability graph but do not know the limits of the database. Suorineni (2010, 2011, 2012) discusses in detail the assumptions behind the development of the stability graph. Obviously, if the underlying assumptions are understood, there need not be criticism about the stress factor not accounting for tension, or the stability graph not being applicable to narrow vein stopes and shallow-dipping stopes. Additionally, while open stope mining is limited to good quality rock masses, the method has been extended to poor quality rock masses, resulting in unacceptable dilutions for which the method has been blamed.

A positive contribution to the stability graph is its quantification by Lunder and Pakalnis (1997). The original and modified stability graphs are qualitative. A stope is stable, unstable, or caved. The miner is keen to know his dilution numbers and whether those numbers are acceptable or not. The equivalent linear overbreak slough (ELOS) stability graph introduced by Lunder and Pakalnis (1997) overcame this deficiency. However, it is still uncertain how orebody size is accommodated in the ELOS stability graph. This has implications for the application of the graph to wide and narrow vein situations.
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The extended Mathews stability graph (Trueman and Mawdesley, 2003) also contributed positively to the stability graph by expanding the database from 175 case histories to over 400. However, unfortunately, the authors used the original stability graph factors based on 26 case histories instead of the calibrated factors from 175 case histories. More importantly, not all the case histories are from open stope mining and hard rock environments. Figure 7 shows the composition of the database by mining method.

The hard-rock empirical pillar design chart
Credit is given to Professor Rimas Pakalnis for his endeavours in promoting and developing empirical methods that are simple, practical, and easy to use by the mining/rock engineer.

The ELOS stability graph, the critical span graph, and pillar design charts are widely used in mining camps and by consultants around the world. Dr Pakalnis continues to serve the industry in more practical issues, remote from the academic quest. ‘An academic career in which a person is forced to produce scientific writings in great amounts creates a danger of intellectual superficiality’ (Einstein).

It is argued here that mechanistic approaches and the use of numerical modelling have become pervasive in today’s geomechanics practice because they are governed by rules (equations) such that presumably they are used without thinking and beautiful computer graphics outputs are all that we need in reports and theses. There is an urgent need for more effort in field data collection to understand the behaviour of the rock mass so that we can effectively and efficiently use our fast machines and complex models to make more reliable predictions.

Admittedly, empiricism alone does not solve all geomechanics problems (neither will mechanistic approaches alone), but the latter must be treated with more caution in geomechanics when used by inexperienced engineers with little or no field exposure.

There are benefits to the use of technology and computers in geomechanics, but these must be guided by reason. Einstein stated that ‘… Instead of being a liberating force (technology) has enslaved men to machines.’ (Isaacson, 2007).

![Figure 7)—The extended stability graph database replotted with data grouped according to mining method](image)

The Tunnelling Quality Index: Q-system
The Q-system (Barton et al., 1974) is well detailed in several publications, and the discussion here is limited to what many never venture to look at – the footnotes and assumptions. These apparent oversights have resulted in unwarranted criticisms of the method. Here are some significant points from Barton et al., (1974):

(i) Joint orientation relative to tunnel axis did not appear to be a significant factor because the database is from civil tunnels, which are often placed in the best orientation

(ii) Different personal, national, and continental engineering practices lead inevitably to variations in methods of support, even for the same quality of rock. In mining, regulations will dictate support levels and practice

(iii) Support recommendations in the Q-system are for permanent support

(iv) Support recommendations assume good blasting or excavation practice. For better drilling and blasting or poorer drilling and blasting (deviation from average) the support recommended by the Q-system may tend to be conservative or inadequate respectively. To account for poor blasting practice, adjust Jn and RQD accordingly

(v) The joint set with minimum Jn/Jw should always be used in computing Q.

The Q-system is a major contribution to rock mechanics/geomechanics and Barton et al., 1974) deserve commendation. Today, there is a general feeling that its applications have been too much extended beyond its database limits. QTBM is one such version of extended application. Palmström and Broch (2006) provide a critical review of the Q-applications and chronicle its various developments between 1974 and 2002. They advise that potential users of the Q-system, and for that matter any other empirical method, should carefully study the limitations of the system before taking it into use.

What seems to be an implicit problem is the definition of the term ‘block size’. In the equation expressing the Q-system:

$$Q = \frac{RQD}{J_n} \left( \frac{J_n}{J_w} \right) \left( \frac{SRF}{SRF} \right)$$  \[2\]

the following interpretations are assigned to the quotients on the right hand side:

- \(RQD\) = Block size
- \(J_n\) = Interblock shear strength
- \(J_w\) = Measure of active stresses
- \(SRF\) = Support recommendations

The block size and interblock shear strength definitions seem to imply that every rock mass is made up of discrete blocks defined by continuous joints. This interpretation implies that the three rock masses shown in Figure 8 will have the same Q value and therefore the same self-supporting capacities. Obviously, this is not the case, either intuitively or in our experience.
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Since most of the initial data came from civil engineering tunnels, it is not surprising that relative orientation was not considered a significant factor for inclusion in the Q-system, since most civil tunnels are aligned in the best orientation for stability. In mining, engineers have no such luxury of choosing the drift alignment in the most stable orientation, but often have to deal with the consequences and the effect of relative orientation of excavations with geologic structures that must be accounted for in stability analysis.

Another implicit problem with the Q-system is the difficulty in applying it to weak rock masses. In weak rock masses the Q-system parameters are difficult to determine and excessive deformation may be the mode of failure rather than structural or brittle failure. This weakness of the Q-system appears not to be obvious to many users of the method. Løset (1999) states:

‘The Q-system was primarily suited to hard jointed rocks ... but for the classes of poorest rock quality the system has not provided detailed description of the support constructions. This means that for weak rock masses the dimensioning of the support must usually be verified by numerical modelling or some other means of calculation.’

Løset (1999) identify six types of weak rock masses as follows:

(i) Heavily jointed strong rocks (Q<0.01)
(ii) Zones with altered or strong rock (squeezing or swelling may take place)
(iii) Weak rocks with joints (young sedimentary rocks (sandstone) or weakly metamorphic rocks such as shale, slate, or phylmites)
(iv) Weak rocks with excavation-induced fractures (e.g. young homogeneous sedimentary rocks (chalk, sandstone) or low-grade metamorphic rocks (shale, phylmites))
(v) Weak rocks without joints or induced excavation fractures (young homogeneous sedimentary rocks such as chalk, sandstone, and mudstone)
(vi) Weathered rocks.

The Hoek-Brown failure criterion

The Hoek and Brown failure criterion (Equation [3]) has dominated the rock mechanics/geomechanics world in terms of use and acceptability.

\[
\sigma_1 = \sigma_3 + \sigma_3 \left( \frac{\sigma_3}{\sigma_0} \right)^u
\]

where \(\sigma_1\) and \(\sigma_3\) are the effective major and minor principal stresses at failure respectively, \(\sigma_3\) is the intact rock uniaxial compressive strength, and \(\sigma_0, n, u\) are constants that depend upon the characteristics of the rock mass.

Hoek and Marinos (2007) provide a summary of the various modifications to the Hoek and Brown failure criterion and Geological Strength Index (GSI) (Hoek et al. 1995) from 1980 to 2006. The most recent version of the Hoek and Brown failure criterion is given in Hoek et al. (2002). In this update, a new parameter referred to as the rock mass disturbance factor (D) is introduced to deal with blast damage and other disturbances. This factor allows for the determination of more appropriate Hoek-Brown parameters depending on the degree of disturbance inflicted on the rock mass by the excavation method.

The Hoek-Brown failure criterion is based on the assumption that a jointed rock mass is fundamentally weaker in shear than intact rock (Diederichs et al., 2004). Although the Hoek-Brown failure criterion has been widely accepted, it is not free from criticism. Following these criticisms, various authors including (Martin, 1994; Pelli et al., 1991; Diederichs et al., 2004; Carter et al., 2008) have offered some modifications to the criterion, claiming that it is not universally applicable to the full range of rock mass qualities as defined by the GSI.

In 1994 Hoek, in a letter to editor of International Society for Rock Mechanics (ISRM) News Journal, wrote:

‘In writing Underground Excavations in Rock 15 years ago Professor E T Brown and I developed the Hoek-Brown failure criterion to fill a vacuum which we saw in the process of designing underground excavations. Our approach was entirely empirical and we worked from very limited data of rather poor quality. Our empirical criterion and our estimates of the input parameters were offered as a temporary solution to an urgent problem.

‘The fact that the criterion works, more by good fortune than because of its inherent scientific merits, is no excuse for the current lack of effort or even apparent desire to find a better way.’

What is surprising is that a flawed ‘temporary solution’ has become a permanent solution. As further alluded to by the authors, instead of engineers of today going back to the fundamentals to develop a better failure criterion based on a good understanding of geology and ‘physics’, more time is spent criticizing the criterion – sometimes without suggesting solutions. Nor is any effort made to collect field data to back up any criticisms or suggested modifications.

More time is spent on computer modelling, with little fieldwork to validate such models. The input parameters to these models mostly cannot be justified, as the current generation of engineers does not understand the significant role of geology and the resulting uncertainties governing the input parameters and failure criteria. Hence it is not...
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surprising to come across research results like those shown in Figure 9. Ironically, after knowing how the tunnel Figure 9 failed, we are then able to capture the failure (as in Hadjidakis 2001; Carter et al., 2008) after manipulating the input parameters and failure criterion.

Thus in most cases we are able to correctly predict the behaviour of excavations in our numerical models only after the fact, by manipulating input parameters to match observations under the cover of so-called ‘back-analysis’ or ‘model calibration’. While we will most often satisfy ourselves this way in our offices, the rock mass is so idiosyncratic that in our next project it will defy our prediction and behave again in its own way.

Challenges of our time

Our predecessors made efforts to solve the problems of their time. Today we are faced with challenges beyond the solutions of our predecessors. Those solutions have reached their limits. The challenges in our time include development of failure criteria suitable for rock, guidelines for optimized block cave mine design based on a deep understanding of caving mechanics, predicting rockbursts, and seeing through the in situ rockmass.

We need ways to see inside the block cave and to resolve issues like unexpected ground conditions. The prospect of rockburst prediction still remains remote and all we can do is monitor, mitigate, and identify potential high-risk areas. We are also faced with the issue of reducing in situ stress measurement errors to acceptable levels. Excavation face fatalities continue to occur.

Recent events in the mining industry, including the Northparkes airblast fatalities, Grasberg mine disaster, Beaconsfield fatalities, and fatalities in mines in the Sudbury Basin, have exposed the limits of our current knowledge. The reports from these investigations mostly concluded that the circumstances leading the incidents could not have been foreseen. Our inability to foresee such circumstances indicates the limitations of our current knowledge. We need technology to see behind total cover surface support systems such as shotcrete and thin spray-on liners (TSLs). Ultimately, we need technology to see behind the excavation face and to monitor the inside of block caves in real time. We need technology to predict and mitigate rockbursts. The phrase ‘unexpected ground conditions’ is an example of an excuse that stifles the urgent need for technology required to overcome our limitations.

There are other valuable applications of technology in the mining industry. This is captured by Peterson et al. (2001), who states: ‘It is the knowledge management benefits of new IT technology that will provide the greatest benefit to the industry (Mining). Although mine operations are generating more data, such information is rarely well utilized.’

To bridge and expand our knowledge to cope with current challenges require new thinking. Lessons learnt from science and medicine indicate the path to developing solutions in geomechanics through core rather than peripheral research. These are discussed next.

Lessons from medicine

The field of medicine faces serious challenges at any one time. However, these challenges are often met with enduring efforts by the medical community to understand their origins and develop the appropriate technologies to offset their impact. Until recently these efforts have been generally individualistic with various experts working in ‘protective silos’.

While the silo approach to research in medicine produced results, it often took several decades and generous funding to produce significant results and or breakthroughs. A good example is the race for a cancer cure. For several decades, the search has been carried out by individuals working in silos. Each individual has been an ‘authority’ in his own right. This approach has not resulted in any major or significant breakthroughs.

The difficulty in curing cancer lies in the fact that it is not just one disease. Cancer has potentially thousands of causes, and not all cancers are caused by just one agent. Hence, it is now recognized the challenge to unravel the cancer myth and find a cure, cannot be achieved through the ‘silo’ research approach.

The Stand Up to Cancer (SU2C) organization (Park, 2013) has brought a paradigm shift to medical research by bringing science and medicine together, fostering genuine collabo-
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The inconvenient truth is that rock is the most complicated material to deal with compared to soil, concrete, or steel. To control or manage this complicated material we have to understand it. Neither the geologists, rock engineers, nor engineering geologists have sufficient knowledge individually to understand rock behaviour. Understanding rock behaviour requires genuine multidisciplinary collaboration between the best brains in geoscience and engineering, independent of personal differences, coupled with development or adoption of the appropriate technology and generous funding.

The challenges facing geomechanics practice today can be solved through the following model adopted from the experiences in science and medicine:

- Bring the best and most talented possible brains from multidisciplines in earth science and engineering together independent of personal differences, fund them generously, oversee their progress rigorously in a tight schedule, and they will unravel the challenges in geomechanics.
- The multidisciplinary collaboration should include the identification, adoption, and development of appropriate technologies for seeing through the rock mass in a manner similar to the way in which medical CT scanners can see through the human body to diagnose ailments. We need a ‘transparent rock mass’.

Rockbursts are the ‘cancer’ in geomechanics. The phenomenon of rockbursts has been studied for over a century, and yet the causes remain poorly understood and the prospect of being able to predict them remains remote. Salamon, in 1983, stated ‘A disconcerting feature of rockbursts is that they defy conventional explanation.’

This statement remains true today. We could solve rockbursts and prevent associated fatalities in our underground mines through genuine multidisciplinary collaboration and generous funding. We need to stand -up to rockbursts ($SU_R$), just as the medical scientists are standing up to cancer ($SU_{cancer}$).

Lesson from science

Like the lessons in medicine, breakthrough in science in recent times is also a result of technology and genuine collaboration. The recent discovery of the Higgs boson, the so-called ‘God particle’ which had eluded physicists for nearly five decades since its existence was proposed, was a result of genuine multidisciplinary collaboration and availability of the relevant technology backed by generous funding. The A Toroidal Large Hadron Collider (ATLAS) Collaborations (2012) reports that in this project nearly 2000 physicists from US institutions (89 universities and seven Department of Energy laboratories) participated in the ATLAS and Compact Muon Solenoid (CMS) experiments, making up about 23 per cent of the ATLAS collaboration and 33 percent of CMS at the time of the Higgs discovery. The LHC apparatus cost US$10 billion.

The LHC is the enabling technology in the project that was built by the Centre Européen de Recherche Nucléaire (CERN) particle physics laboratory on the Swiss-French border. This was a multinational genuine collaborative research project.

The prediction of the existence of Higgs boson as part of the Standard Model (SM) in 1964 and its eventual discovery (proof) through experiments was a demonstration of the strength of genuine multidisciplinary collaboration backed by persistence and generous funding. The SM explains the prevailing theory that describes the basic constituents of matter and the fundamental forces by which they interact (Veltman, 1986) and is the most successful explanation of the universe to date.

Model for progress in geomechanics

If physics were geomechanics, the Higgs boson would never have been predicted, much less discovered. It is also frustrating that, unlike in medicine, silo rather than genuine collaborative research persists in geomechanics. Research silos exist and thrive in geomechanics and academia for the following reasons:

(i) Who owns the credit for what is achieved?
(ii) Who owns the intellectual property?
(iii) Who is the lead author of the paper?
(iv) How many papers can I publish?
(v) How much of the money can I get?
(vi) I should be better than all others.

The collaboration of the best brains, independent of initial individual differences, leading to major breakthroughs in geomechanics is still decades away. Müller (1988) notes that no doubt much goodwill and intimate collaboration is required to translate into reality the synthesis of rock mechanics and engineering geology. Terzaghi had a similar ambition, that of a synthesis between soil mechanics and engineering geology. To the contrary, Müller notes: ‘Unfortunately collaboration is rare between human beings and is still more rare between specialists. I consider the lack of real and through going collaboration one of our daily problems. Many failures, waste of many and even disastrous events and loss of life I have experienced by this reason.’

Müller’s statement, made in 1988, still hold true in geomechanics and among rock engineers, engineering geologists, and geologists. It is sad to note that there is no two-way communication between ground control engineers and geologists in our mining camps. Such constant communication could alleviate most of the fatalities on record. The inconvenient truth is that rock is the most complicated material to deal with compared to soil, concrete, or steel. To control or manage this complicated material we have to understand it. Neither the geologists, rock engineers, nor engineering geologists have sufficient knowledge individually to understand rock behaviour. Understanding rock behaviour requires genuine multidisciplinary collaboration between the best brains in geoscience and engineering, independent of personal differences, coupled with development or adoption of the appropriate technology and generous funding.

The challenges facing geomechanics practice today can be solved through the following model adopted from the experiences in science and medicine:

- Bring the best and most talented possible brains from multidisciplines in earth science and engineering together independent of personal differences, fund them generously, oversee their progress rigorously in a tight schedule, and they will unravel the challenges in geomechanics.
- The multidisciplinary collaboration should include the identification, adoption, and development of appropriate technologies for seeing through the rock mass in a manner similar to the way in which medical CT scanners can see through the human body to diagnose ailments. We need a ‘transparent rock mass’.

Rockbursts are the ‘cancer’ in geomechanics. The phenomenon of rockbursts has been studied for over a century, and yet the causes remain poorly understood and the prospect of being able to predict them remains remote. Salamon, in 1983, stated ‘A disconcerting feature of rockbursts is that they defy conventional explanation.’

This statement remains true today. We could solve rockbursts and prevent associated fatalities in our underground mines through genuine multidisciplinary collaboration and generous funding. We need to stand -up to rockbursts ($SU_R$), just as the medical scientists are standing up to cancer ($SU_{cancer}$).
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We can remove workers from the work face by developing and adopting appropriate technologies. Technology exists for doing this. If the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) can send robots to explore Mars, there is no excuse for the mining industry’s inability to remove workers from the excavation face and mine remotely. Unmanned robots such as the ‘Rover’ could drill, charge, blast, muck, and support. Steve Perry and Larry Knight would be alive today.

Current proposed technologies for mining seem to focus on peripheral issues rather than core issues, which it tackled successfully would bring about enormous benefits in terms of safety and productivity. Evidence exists (Figure 9) that step changes in technology result in equivalent increases in mining productivity.

A suitable failure criterion for rocks remains elusive, while the determination of rock mass properties remains a challenge. Our inability to overcome the myth of ‘unexpected ground conditions’ remains. The ability to see behind total cover surface support systems (such as shotcrete and TSLs) remains daunting. Errors in in situ stress measurements continue to be unacceptable, and are continuously becoming worse as we mine at deeper levels. Hoek (1994) states: ‘Techniques for measuring in situ stress while greatly improved, from what they were still give an amount of scatter which would be unacceptable in almost any other branch of engineering.’

The solutions to these problems require a multidisciplinary genuine collaborative research in geoscience and engineering, coupled with the development and adoption of appropriate technologies.

Conclusions and recommendations

Our predecessors developed solutions to the problems of their time that we continue to use, albeit with mixed results. As our mines continue to go deeper, so do the solutions of our predecessors continue to become less adequate in terms of their predictive abilities.

Increasing computing power is not accompanied by a similar ability to collect and determine appropriate rock properties for our powerful and complex numerical modelling codes. Indeed, field work and laboratory investigations are now being replaced with computer simulations and laboratories are shutting down. We need to reverse course, as computer simulations need realistic inputs to be valid.

To control and manage structures in rock, we need to understand rock. Geology is the pathway to understanding rock. Geology should be emphasized in mining and civil engineering programmes.

Experience in science and medicine shows that the problems in geomechanics can be overcome through genuine interdisciplinary collaboration, generous funding, and development of appropriate technologies. The future of safe and productive mining lies in the development/adoption of relevant technologies that can assist our understanding of rock behaviour and remove man from the excavation face.
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